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A method is suggested for the construction of an improved theory for a plate with 
arbitrary smooth contour, which allows to determine the interior state of stress 

and strain of the plate with an arbitrary degree of accuracy. 
The asymptotic analysis of the solutions of elasticity theory problems [l - 31 

has shown that the state of stress of a plate can be separated into an internal state 
and a boundary layer-type state. The solution of the Kirchhoff theory is the first 

term of the asymptotics of the internal state of stress of the plate and has an error 
of order X (h is the relative thickness of the plate) for a sufficiently slowly chan- 
ging external load applied to the edges of the plate. 

In [4] boundary value problems are formulated for some homogeneous condit- 

ions on the contour of the plate, whose solutions have an error of order h2 for 

the interior state of stress. The constants which occur in the refined boundary con- 
ditions are not actually determined. In [S], for a circular plate whose contour is 

free of stresses, one formulates fundamental equations which assure an error of 

order h3 for the interior state of stress. 

1, We consider the elastic equilibrium of a multiply connected plate (Fig. 1). We 
will assume that the distances between the surfaces ri are sufficiently large in compa- 
rison with the thickness, such that the mutual influence of the boundary effects can be 

neglected. We assume that the edges of the plate 

are free of stresses and on the surfaces I’* we 
may have boundary conditions of the following 

type: 

cn or = N (s, 5), r,, Ir = I’ (s, C) 

r,* Ir = 2 (s, 5) (1.1) 

an 
u;, Ir = u, IF = w Ir = 0 (1.2) 

Fig. 1 
0, Ir = T,s. Ir = W Ir = 0 (1.3) 

0, Ir = U, Ir = W Ir = 0 (1.4) 

(1.5) 
Far from the edge the state of stress and strain of the plate is determined by the foll- 

owing expressions: 
in the case of bending 

a,= = 

253 



in the case of extension 

no = 2/4- /! g-42*(%x) f~$%,* @7x)] - 

~-~2~~-~2jl-"t~22(~)+-ts2~(~,l} 

U.8) 

z “-2p n, - iC 
I? +u* (P,X) + m g s12* (TY x,] - 

- h2 (f- 52)[mY& S,,(T) + I; s,,w]} 

0 -0 

xnO = a {[1%(~,x,~ms,,~~,~]~hs(,~-iljI1S,,(*)+mS,,(s)l} 

(W 

!J*O = 
a [G2(cp,x) --&, (%x)1 
1 

--hz(+ ia) I~~22W--m~2,(cp)l} 

w"=-&2 v-i 
------%w+;i;') 3v - 1 

A, (cp, x) = - -g 1 - x (9-J + ‘p> + (2 $ + Z'P') + (x + x)1 

~dP9x) = -&I-- x0-f -4 -t(d -z P') + cx - x)1 

s2, (9 = a2 s (cp” t- I,,, s22 (cp) = ia” &- (p” - F) 

sii* (09 X) = Sij (fp, X) Ix=-_I, x = e, 2 = 32 + iy, I = cos(nx), m = cos (ny) 

Here I# (n, s) is a biharmonic function; cp (z), x (z) are analytic functions of the 
complex coordinate Z; n, S, 5 are dimensionless curvilinear coordinates (see Fig. 1); 
p, (T are elastic constants; 2h is the thickness of the plate; a is some characteristic 
dimension of the plate in the plane. 
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The purpose of the paper is to formulate in the problem (1.1) - (1.5) boundary cond- 
itions for the functions 4, 9, x such that the corresponding interior state of stress and 

strain should have an error 0 (I.“). 

2, We consider the case of the boundary conditions (1.1). According to p, 31 on the 
boundary ri we have 

hp ; {2vF/ q$ - -g [(v + 1) rp” 
Fp” 

- 

p=1 

- (y - 1) b] 2 ).=,) (2.1) 

z nz = zn, oIn=,, i- 2yh 5 hi'(L)% + Q-w i Fp+ In_ (2.3) 
k=l p=1 

u, = u,' In=o + 2h2U i II, ($$ - + jj [(V + 1) +$ - (V - 1) Fp] !$ In_ 
k=l p=i 

(2.4) 

us = u,o ITI=II - 2h2a 5 1, (c)z In_ - + i [(V + 1)s - (V - 1) Fp] 2 
k=l p=1 

(2.5) 

w = w” In=0 + -g ii [(v + 1) y + (3~ + l)F,‘]c, (2.6) 
p=1 

Here Bk (n, s), c, (n, S) determine the boundary layer solution of the equations 

ABk+Bk=& AC,+,- 0 (2.7) 

in the case of bending 

F, (5) = (sin yp - 7) sin ypc + 5 cos rp cos ~~5, II, (Q = F 

sin 2yp - 27, = 0, cos@=O 

in the case of extension 

FP (5) = (coa Yp + F) cos rpi + 5 sin yn sin ypc, II, (5) = co9 ok5 

sin 2y, + 2yp = 0, ain 6,& = 0 

Here F, (5) are the Papkovich functions. The following generalized orthogonality con- 
dition holds for them: 

1 

s 
(Fa(Ft” - rp”d2FpFt)d~ = 

-1 



In [2, 31 the asymptotic representations of the solutions of Eqs. (2.7) are given in terms 
of their boundary values bk. (s), cP (s). In the sequel we will assume that these functions 

can be represented in the form 
ou a7 

w3) 

The coefficients b Ai, cpi of these expansions are determined from infinite recursrve sys- 

tems @, 31. 
First we consider the case of bending. We introduce the notation 

1 

M,,+ 5 iV~"(a~, G”=$ \ Tc”d& (n-*,3, 

1 

Q, = + \ Zdc 
-1 -1 21 

1 I 

02 =+- s zpvg, Th. = -g\ T2, (5) d<, Nh.(lf = + { AU, (I;) d5 ftc = I, 2,...) 

-1 I - I 

(2.10) 
1 

Np@)= & 
c I 

N‘(Y - 1) P, - -:$ PI,“] dc, 
-1 

According to @], we have 

- 

$0 = cp1 - , - 0 cT’2 = up/i, (9) In=n i- -&- pp, . * . (2.12) 

cc=-- 2 (Y - 1) Mq,, p = - ,lfr 

Here &f is the inverse matrix of the infinite system of linear algebraic equations which 
determines cPl and it is independent of the load and of the geometry of the plate; 

a, 0, ql, r are infinite dimensional vectors with components c+,, fipt yr,-l sinsy, 

2, + ~~~~,(lt fp = 1,2, . ..).. respectively. 
On the basis of the formulas (2.1) - (2.3) we construct the expressions for the bending 

moment and for the generalized shearing force on l’i Taking into account (2. lo), we 

(2.13) 
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Then from (2.3) we obtain 

Qa =h-- + habka’ + . . .) - 

(2.15) 

From (2.15) we have 

+& 
,g FP*cP~,... (2.lt-9 
p=1 

Substituting (2.111, (2.16) into (‘2.13), (2.14) and taking into account (2.12) we obtain 
boundary conditions far the determination of $ \n, S) which is correct within quantities 
of order ha compared to unity. 

i 
=qi (+f,+,[,-& i vTk _ 3@;i) +Qa] + 

k=l 

+~‘[~(~~~-3~~)(G3-3G1)_ ““,,“‘+!,$ 
# dl --- 
2 dZ ( IMT, (2.17) 
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3 (v - 1) d=Qs - 
4ov -+ ds” 

Obviously, the process of the construction of the boundary conditions for 4 can be con- 
tinued as much as desired in the case of sufficient smoothness of both the contour and the 
load. In the first approximation the relations (2.17). (2.18) coincide with the boundary 

conditions of Kirchhoff’s theory. From (2.17). (2.18) we can also see that in the general 
case of given stresses under bending, the boundary conditions for tp can be constructed 
without the inversion of the infinite system, with an accuracy to quantities of order h 

compared with unity, 

In the case when the surface ]‘i is free of stresses, the boundary conditions for $ can 
be constructed without the inversion of the infinite system with an accuracy to quantities 

of order h2 compared with unity. In this case cPz = 0 [6] and from (2.17). (2.18) we 

obtain (2.19) 

+ 0 (h3) = 0 
We consider now the case of the extension-compression of the plate. In the same way 

as before one can construct a process in order to obtain boundary conditions for the det- 
ermination of the analytic functions ‘p and X with an arbitrary degree of accuracy. In 
the given case, without the inversion of the infinite system, one can formulate three 
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approximations of the boundary conditions for the plate acted upon by an arbitrary load 
(2.20) and five approximations for the free contour (2.21) 

- 2P (cpt X)l?W + 0 (hS) = x,, + f YrWr + 

+~~[(-z+-m~)+i(-m+++-&)]z~+ 
+hey-{[(-1+-m-g) +i(-m-$+z-&)]+-TO-q+ 

+[(Z$-ina+)+ i(m-&+-~+)]$(+IVo- N2j}+OWI (2.20) 

- $7 is12* (cp, x) - i&* ((P, x)Lo -t A4 $$-{(z -t im) [$ S, (cp) + 

Here we have denoted 
1 

(Aft - Tm) (EC, YnO = -& 5 (Nm + TZ)dL 2, = -$- 5 z3& 
-1 -1 

N; = f \ NC& Tt = + \ T&l< (i = 0, 2) 

-1 -1 

3, We consider the case when the contour I‘i of the plate is rigidly fixed. Xn the 
bending problem, satisfying the boundary conditions (1.2). we obtain 

$0 = c*r = 0, Cp‘a = $J% (44 Ins@ * * * (3.1) 

Substituting (3.1) into the expressions (2.4), (2.6) and taking into account (1.2). (1.9) 
we obtain with an accuracy to quantities of order h compared with unity, the boundary 
conditions for the determination of $ (n, S) 

$ In=o -t 0 (h2) = 0 (3.2) 

As before, this process can be continued as much as desired. 
In the case of extension one can construct in the same way boundary conditions for 

the determination of Cp, 31 

(m + ill ls,, (9, x) - is,, ((p, x)lnzo i- FLU (rp’ .j- ;ii;) fij 2dp + 0 (~2) -_ 0 
p=1 

6 = 6 “:j”,I;‘? .w*q, 
(3.3) 

where 6, qa are infinite dimensional vectors with components 6,, yPel sin2 Yp 

(p = I,2 , . . .)_ respectively, M, is the inverse matrix of the infinite system given in 

c31. 



4. We shall consider the surface ri articulated, if on it the conditions (1.3) or (1.4) 
hold. In these cases the matrices of the systems of equations for the determination of 

b ki and Cpi turn out to be in the diagonal form p], and the boundary conditions for the 
determination of the penetrating part of the state of stress can be obtained in explicit 
form with any degree of accuracy. We give two terms of the expansions of these boundary 
conditions for the cases (1.3) and (1.4), namely the relations (4. l), (4.3) and (4. a), 
(4.4) respectively. 

In the bending problem (4.1) 

6, The mixed boundary conditions of type (1.5) present interest. They are obtained, 
in particular, in the case of shrink fitting in the presence of friction forces. As in the 

previous case, one can construct here the boundary conditions for q, q, X in explicit 

form with any degree of accuracy. We give two terms of the expansions for the cases of 
bending and extension. 

In the bending problem 
aI& I 
xi- /,I=0 -i- 0 jh”) == 2a (J+ *) u, /- A &$ $- Q2 f- 0 (h2)] 

i (5.1) 

1 
2v aA* an +- (v -t r~=7 -j- 0 (3L2) = 
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1 
i-J,(l) = + 

jl Md5 “,i 9 &,c2) = + \ UE’,“& (5.2) 
-L1 

in the extension problem 

(5.3) 

8. In conclusion we prove that for the boundary conditions of the type (1.1) and (1.5) 
in the case of axisymmetrical deformation, the penetrating solution can be determined 

exactly without making use of the asymptotic method. 
Indeed, considering the boundary conditions (1.1) and taking into account that no stress 

function depends on s, we have in the case of bending 

5N (5) = 2P [hL2Rl (9) + q (v + f) ($5” - 5”) qqEO - 

- 7 ii WP + QS i [ (1 - v> F, + (y + I) $12 j,,=o 211°C (6.1) 
p=1 p=1 

z (5) = 2yvh” (1 - c2) s jnzO + 2~x7 ; F,’ 2 I 
n=O (6.2) 

p=1 

From (6.2), integrating from zero to j, we obtain 

Substituting (6.3) into (6. l), (6.2) and integrating from -1 to 1, we obtain the following 
boundary conditions for I#: 

R, (I#) InzO = & [Al, - h + (+ + +)] , da+ 
d,l lnzO = &, -$ (f!.4) 

In the case of extension we obtain in the same wav 

a 
x I- &a* ((P, x) + is11 * (p, X)]n=o = & [x,, + iy*, 4 hy+l_oZ1] (6.5) 

Formula (6.5) does not take into account axisymmetric torsion, for which the boundary 
conditions have the form 

L i? g-s,,* (VP, x) + n g A,* (ip, x,] _ = g 
_ n-o 

(6.6) 

In the case when condition (1.5) is given on the contour, we have: 
for bending 



(6.7) 

for extension 

In the given formulas Re Yp > @, ok>0 for f, and Rey,< 0 crr,<Ofor l’i (i = 
= 1,2, . . . ) n). 
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